Abstract. We propose an efficient way to account for spatial smoothness in foreground-background segmentation of video sequences. Most statistical background modeling techniques regard the pixels in an image as independent and disregard the fundamental concept of smoothness. In contrast, we model smoothness of the foreground and background with a Markov random field, in such a way that it can be globally optimized at video frame rate. As a background model, the mixture-of-Gaussian (MOG) model is adopted and enhanced with several improvements developed for other background models. Experimental results show that the MOG model is still competitive, and that segmentation with the smoothness prior outperforms other methods.
Introduction
A basic requirement for video processing tasks with static cameras, such as surveillance and object tracking, is to segment the objects of interest from the permanently observed background. To this end, a model is estimated which describes the background, and parts of a frame which do not fit the model within a certain tolerance are labeled as foreground. What makes the task difficult is the fact that the background dynamically changes over time. Toyama et al. have termed the task "background maintenance" to point out the dynamic aspect of keeping the model up to date, and have presented a taxonomy of possible difficulties [1] . These include gradual and sudden illumination changes, shadows, vacillating background, foreground objects which share the characteristics of the background, foreground objects which remain static and must be merged into the background model, and the situation where no training images without foreground objects are available. Examples for these difficulties can be found in the test sequences in Sect. 4 .
The literature about background maintenance can be broadly classified into two main approaches. Non-predictive methods recover a probability density function (pdf ) of the observations at each pixel, and classify pixels as foreground, which do not match the function. The pdf can be approximated by a single Gaussian [2] , a mixture of Gaussians [3] or a non-parametric distribution [4] . Some authors use not only intensities, but also higher-level information such as optical KS has been funded by the Monash Institute for Vision Systems, HW by the ARC.
flow [5] . A few methods do not work on single pixels: in [6] , the background model is compressed to a set of codebook vectors, while [7] uses a simple mean image as background model, and normalized cross-correlation of small windows to measure how well two regions match.
A second class of methods uses prediction rather than density estimation to predict the pixel value, and classifies pixels as foreground, which do not match the prediction. Linear prediction is the basis of [1] . That paper also introduced the notion that background maintenance has to take into account different spatial scales: the initial result is improved using information at region-level for hole-filling, and at frame-level by maintaining several background models and switching between them, such that the foreground does not become too large. Prediction can also be performed with a Kalman filter [8] , through projection onto a PCA-basis [9] , or with an autoregressive model [10] .
A classical statistical model, which is able to deal with many difficulties, is the mixture-of-Gaussian (MOG) model introduced by Stauffer and Grimson [3] . It describes the values of each background pixel throughout the sequence with a mixture of Gaussian distributions. Since several Gaussians are used, it correctly models multi-modal distributions due to periodic changes (e.g., a flag in the wind or a flickering light source), and since the parameters of the Gaussians are continually updated, it is able to adjust to changing illumination, and to gradually learn the model, if the background is not entirely visible in the beginning.
A straight-forward implementation of the MOG method has been shown to fail on several of the difficulties described above [1] . One goal of this paper is to show that most of these failures can be avoided, if the improvements suggested for different other background maintenance algorithms are incorporated into the MOG model, too. If the method is implemented carefully, the results are at least as good as for other standard methods. Firstly, the difficulties due to shadows and highlights can be solved using chromaticity coordinates, as already proposed in [11] . The second difficulty is more deep-rooted: the method uses a single learning rate to control two distinct phenomena, the adaptation to changing illumination and the fading of static foreground objects into the background. Therefore, foreground objects which stop moving are absorbed into the background too quickly. To overcome this limitation, a learning delay is introduced, which explicitly states how long a static object should remain foreground. Thirdly, we show that information, which can only be detected at frame-level (e.g. sudden changes in global illumination), can easily be fed back into the MOG model via the learning rate.
The main contribution of the paper does not concern the maintenance of the background model itself, but the way it is used to label pixels as background or foreground. Commonly, the background likelihood is simply thresholded for each pixel independently. In contrast, we argue that even at a low level the field of background probabilities contains spatial information. For a long time researchers have recognized that even prior to any semantic interpretation the visual world is smooth, in the sense that an image is generated by objects which are mapped to image regions with common properties [12] . This does not require semantic interpretation -even if the objects are unknown, the world is a priori more likely to generate a smooth foreground/background pattern than a random pattern (see Fig. 1 ). To make full use of the estimated likelihoods and add a smoothness prior, we cast the foreground/background segmentation as a labeling problem on a first-order Markov random field (MRF), and show how its optimal configuration can be efficiently found. The approaches closest to ours probably are [13] , and very recently [14] . The former also model smoothness with a MRF. In their posterior, they combine normalized color and intensity (as advocated in Sect. 2), conventional (R, G, B)-color, and the output of an edge detector. For the resulting complicated energy functional, only a minimum of undetermined goodness is found. We propose a simpler posterior, which uses less information, but can be globally optimized and requires fewer parameters. [14] model both position and appearance in a single pdf, estimated with a kernel density method. They also estimate a foreground distribution, assuming smoothly changing foreground, and use a MRF-formulation similar to the one presented here to enforce spatial coherence.
In the last section, experiments on the Wallflower benchmark are presented, which show that the enhanced MOG-model is competitive with all other background maintenance methods we are aware of, and that, when used with a smoothness prior, it outperforms all other tested methods.
The Mixture-of-Gaussian Model
Principle. The intuition behind the MOG-model is the following: the intensities x of a given pixel form a time series, which can be represented as the mixture of a small number of Gaussians. Let the maximum number of Gaussians for a pixel be K (in our implementation set to K = 5). The probability that a pixel assumes a value x at a certain time t is then given by [3] 
where m i is the mean of the i th Gaussian, S i is its covariance matrix, and w i is its weight (the portion of data it accounts for), all at time t. For computational reasons, the channels of the image are assumed to be independent, so that S k = diag(s 2 k ). To determine how many of the K Gaussians are needed for a pixel, the Gaussians are sorted by w k mean(s k ) , meaning that distributions based on a lot of evidence and distributions with low uncertainty come first. Only the first B distributions are chosen to represent the background, where
The value T determines the minimum fraction of the recent data at the location x, which should contribute to the background model. If the background distribution is complicated, a larger value is needed to ensure enough Gaussians to approximate it. We use T = 0.9.
The parameters of the model are estimated in an initial training phase, and then continually updated as new data is observed. If the new pixel value x t belongs to the i th distribution, the parameters are updated to
Here, α is the learning rate, which determines, how fast the parameters are allowed to change. The weights are updated to
Since new data gradually replaces older data in the background model, the algorithm can deal with gradual changes of the background, such as the ones typically encountered with natural light.
Implementation Issues. After its appearance in the literature, the MOGmodel has been criticized by proponents of other background models, based on failure in a number of experiments. In this section we will argue that the MOGmodel performs at least as well as other state-of-the-art methods, if it is carefully implemented. A quantitative comparison is presented in Sect. 4. A frequent problem of background modeling methods is that cast shadows and moving highlights are incorrectly labeled as foreground, because they induce a sudden change of brightness. The common assumption to deal with these situations is that a change in illumination intensity alters only the lightness, but not the color of the region [15] . To suppress the influence of the lightness, several background modeling methods use normalized chromaticity coordinates, e.g. [4, 5] . The normalized chromaticity values are defined by (r, g, b) = 1 R+G+B (R, G, B), where two of the three values are sufficient. As a third coordinate, the intensity I = (R + G + B) is used, which otherwise would be lost. In the new colorspace (r, g, I), color and intensity have been separated, and a shadow or highlight is expected to alter only the intensity. In any environment with a diffuse lighting component or multiple light sources, a shadow will only occlude a certain portion of the light, and a similar argument can be made for a highlight. Hence, the change in intensity is expected to stay within a certain range, β ≤ I t /I t−1 ≤ γ. Within that range, the distribution is not Gaussian. Translated to the MOG-model, where we have to deal with multiple modes, and the expectation of the previous intensity is the mean m Ii , we get the condition β ≤ I t /m Ii ≤ γ. Empirically, the intensity change due to shadows and highlights is at most 50%, so β = 0.6, γ = 1.5. In [11] , a more exact procedure is derived based on statistical hypothesis-testing. However, we found that our simple approach gives good results and thus avoid the hypothesis test, which may be particularly vulnerable to the simplifying assumption of independence between the color channels.
Another issue when using the MOG-model is that the gray-value distribution is at best approximately Gaussian, so that the standard deviations s may be estimated incorrectly. On one hand, the sensor accuracy is limited, so extremely small standard deviations do not make sense. On the other hand, each Gaussian accounts only for one mode of the distribution, so s should only account for the variation within that mode. It is a matter of good engineering to bound s to reasonable values. In our implementation, we use 2 < s r,g < 15 (for 8-bit images).
Thirdly, there is a dilemma how to set the correct learning rate. If a low α is chosen, the background model will take too long to adapt to illumination changes, while a high α will quickly merge the objects of interest into the background when they stop or move slowly. The reason is that a single learning rate is used to cover two different phenomena, namely the smooth variation of the background process over time, and the transition from foreground to background. This transition is a discrete process depending on the user's requirements ("after how many frames shall a static foreground object become background?"). A straight-forward way to separate the two phenomena is to stop learning a pixel's process, when it becomes foreground. After the pixel has continuously remained in the foreground for a given number of frames, background learning with equations (3) and (4) continues, and it will fade into the background with the speed given by the learning rate, if it remains static.
Finally, Toyama et al. have used a long-term memory to maintain multiple background models and switch between them to cope with sudden changes, such as switching on the light in a room. We agree with their reasoning that information at the frame level, rather than pixel level, is required to detect this type of change. The MOG-model provides an elegant way to deal with such situations: if a global change occurs, and almost the entire image is labeled as foreground, increasing the learning rate will automatically boost the adaptation to the new global conditions.
Adding Smoothness
In most probabilistic background models, each pixel is considered independent of the others, and a binary decision is taken: if the pixel does not match any of the background distributions, it is labeled as foreground. This contradicts the wellknown fact that the world consists of spatially consistent entities, often called the smoothness assumption. In fact, standard background modeling algorithms such as the original MOG-method or Wallflower use an ad-hoc version of the smoothness assumption: they clean the foreground/background segmentation by deleting small foreground clusters using connected components.
We propose a more principled way to incorporate a smoothness prior: rather than simple thresholding, a continuous background probability value is retained for each pixel, and the foreground segmentation is treated as a labeling problem on a first-order Markov random field. Maximizing the posterior probability then results in a smooth, and more correct, segmentation.
Markov Random Fields (MRF) are a probabilistic way of expressing spatially varying priors, in particular smoothness. They were introduced into computer vision by Geman and Geman [16] . A MRF consists of a set of sites {x 1 . . . x n } and a neighborhood system {N 1 . . . N n }, so that N i is the set of sites, which are neighbors of site x i . Each site contains a random variable U i , which can take different values u i from a set of labels {l 1 . . . l k }. Any labeling U = {U 1 = u 1 . . . U n = u n } is a realization of the field. The field is a MRF, if and only if each random variable U i depends only on the site x i and its neighbors x j ∈ N i . Each combination of neighbors in a neighborhood system is called a clique C ij , and the prior probability of a certain realization of a clique is e −Vij , where V ij is called the clique potential. The basis of practical MRF modeling is the HammersleyClifford Theorem, which states that the probability of a realization of the field is related to the sum over all clique potentials via P (U ) ∝ exp(− V ij (U )).
If only cliques of 1 or 2 sites are used, the field is called a first-order MRF. The 1-site clique for each x i is just the site itself, with likelihood e −Wi(ui) . Each 2-pixel clique consists of x i and one of its neighbors, and has the likelihood e −Vij (ui,uj ) . Following Bayes' theorem, the most likely configuration of the field is the one which minimizes the posterior energy function
It remains to define the clique potentials V ij . If the goal is smoothness, and the set of labels does not have an inherent ordering, a natural and simple definition is the Potts model [17]
If two neighboring sites have the same label, the incurred cost is 0, else the cost is some value d ij , independent of what the labels u i and u j are.
Application to Background. In the following, we will convert the background modeling problem into an MRF and show how to efficiently solve it. First, we have to define a background likelihood for each pixel. In the conventional MOGmethod, a pixel x = [x r , x g , x I ] T in the current frame is labeled as foreground, if it is far away from all modes of the background in terms of color or intensity.
In other words: x matches the i th Gaussian, if its normalized distance from the mean is below a threshold θ (to cover 99.5% of the inliers to a Gaussian, θ = 2.81). The evidence that x belongs to the background B is the probability that it belongs to the Gaussian, which it fits best, and only those Gaussians are valid, for which the intensity difference is not too large.
It is easy to convert this condition into a likelihood. The cost for labeling a pixel as foreground is constant, and shall be lower than the cost for labeling it as background only if condition (7) does not hold. The negative log-likelihood (the cost) of x in the i th Gaussian is
where a is a constant >1, stating that the background cost is higher than the foreground cost, if the intensity difference is large Empirically, a = 2.5 performs satisfactory for all image sequences we have tested. Among the K Gaussians, the strongest evidence that x belongs to the background is the one with the lowest cost. If the modes are well separated, the likelihood of belonging to any other Gaussian is small, so the cost of assigning x to the background/foreground is
To model the neighborhood, we use the simplest possible definition: a pixel is connected to each neighbor in its 4-neighborhood, and the clique potential is a constant, which determines the amount of smoothing. We write the constant V ij = bθ 2 , so that the cost for large intensity differences in equation (8) Maximizing the posterior likelihood of the MRF is equivalent to minimizing the energy functional (5) over the space of realizations of the MRF. Since our special case has only 2 labels (background and foreground), the global minimum can be found in low polynomial time with the min-cut algorithm [18] : the MRF is converted into a graph, where the sites x i are the nodes, and the cliques C ij are the arcs joining the nodes x i and x j , with cost V ij . The graph is augmented with two extra nodes for the two labels, which are connected to every site by an arc representing the corresponding likelihood W i (plus a constant larger than the maximum clique potential for one node). The minimum cut on this graph partitions it into two sub-graphs, such that each node is only connected to one label. Min-cut is very efficient: we have tested it with the Wallflower benchmark with image size 160×120 pixels (see Sect. 4 for results). On a 2 GHz desktop PC, constructing the graph, solving the optimization, and clearing the memory takes on average 14 milliseconds, and thus does not impair the real-time capabilities of the MOG method.
Experimental Results
The algorithm has been tested with the Wallflower benchmark. This data set has been used by Toyama et al. to assess a large number of background maintenance methods. It has also been used by Kottow et al. to assess their method [6] . The data set consists of 7 video sequences of resolution 160×120 pixels, each representing a different type of difficulty that a background modeling system may meet in practice. For the last used frame of each sequence, manually segmented ground truth is available to enable a quantitative comparison. Tab. 1 shows the number of foreground pixels labeled as background (false negatives -FN), the number of background pixels labeled as foreground (false positives -FP), and the total percentage of wrongly labeled pixels F N +F P 160×120 . Furthermore, the total number and percentage of wrongly labeled pixels over all 7 difficulties is given. As explained above, the authors of Wallflower have noted that information at the frame level is needed to deal with sudden illumination changes. However, they do not seem to have included this information in their implementations of other tested algorithms. This distorts the comparison, hence we also display the total results without the Light Switch sequence (column TOTAL*).
We have presented two improvements. First, we have shown that the original MOG-method is a valid and competitive algorithm, if implemented with the same care as other methods, and secondly we have applied the MRF-concept as a sound way to incorporate spatial smoothness. To separate the two parts' contributions, we present the results of our MOG algorithm cleaned up with the conventional connected component method, and the improved results using MRF smoothing. We did not tune towards the single sequences. All parameters were kept constant, except for the (automatic) increase of the learning rate in case of a sudden illumination change, as explained above. For some practical applications it may be possible to exclude certain scenarios and empirically find better parameter settings. However, we have found that this is not critical. The overall performance only increases by ≈600 pixels (15%), even if the optimal values are chosen for each sequence separately (which of course is improper tuning towards a specific data set). Figure 2 shows the segmentation results for the most successful algorithms on the Wallflower data. A quantitative comparison is given in Tab. 1. The comparison should be taken with a grain of salt: choosing an algorithm will depend on the expected difficulties in a given application. Note however that our method yields the best result for all sequences. Also, an actual implementation must take into account the nature of the application. For example, in a highsecurity setting, one will seek to minimize false negatives and rather accept more false alarms. Any of the given algorithms has a parameter, which governs its sensitivity (up to which distance from the model a pixel is assigned to the background), and can be tuned accordingly. Two more results of our method are shown in Fig. 2 : a car moving in front of waving trees, and a person walking past a fountain, which is similar in color to the person's clothing.
